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UPCOMING DATES &
DEADLINES
JULY 20 - WEEKLY
FFPSA
STAKEHOLDERS
GROUP (3:30 - 5 PM)
July 20 - Intersection
between Tribal TANF
and Indian Child
Welfare (9 AM - 12:00
PM)
JULY 23 - ICPM AND
TRIBAL ENGAGEMENT
MEETING (1 - 2:30 PM)
Governor Signs AB 627
On July 9, 2021, Governor
Newsom signed AB 627
(Waldron): Recognition of
tribal court orders: rights in
retired plans or deferred
compensation. Through this
bill, California courts will
recognize tribal court family
law orders involving the
division of retirement via
Qualified Domestic Relation
Orders (QDROs) and orders
relating to child support and
spousal support.

It has come to the attention of
California Tribal Families Coalition that
a number of tribal children in extended
foster care are losing critical extended
foster care benefits, including housing
and monthly foster care maintenance
payments. The explanation to tribes
and their tribal youth for this loss in
benefits is described as youth
becoming ineligible for benefits when
receiving tribal trust fund distributions
upon reaching the ages of 18 and 21.
CTFC has found evidence that this
analysis is incorrect and have raised
this issue with CDSS. We would like to
assist tribal youth and need to gather
information to determine next steps.
Our contact form can be found at:
https://caltribalfamilies.org/efcbenefits/.
CTFC in Federal Court on Behalf of Tribes

CTFC is a lead plaintiff in two lawsuits brought by

Democracy Forward against the federal government to
challenge decisions that harm tribes and tribal interests,
specifically in the area of family and child welfare. The
first lawsuit is focused on stopping the SUNSET Rule,
which requires review of over 18,000 regulations within
the Department of Health and Human Services. Under
the Rule, if the review is not completed on the
designated timeline, the regulations are “sunset-ed”,
removing regulations Tribes rely on to guide tribal health
services, tribal emergency planning and tribal social
services. Without the guidance and clarity of regulations
Tribes are left not knowing, for example, how to comply
with federal funding requirements. More on the SUNSET
litigation can be found here. Recently, a settlement offer
from the federal government was declined and a
counterproposal was submitted by CTFC and other
plaintiffs. We anticipate hearing soon whether this case
will settle or the litigation will go forward.
The second CTFC lawsuit requires collection of relevant
data about native children in foster care so that federal,
state and tribal agencies have accurate information. This
data, collected through the AFCARS data system,
informs all elements of child welfare, including funding
and other resources. The good news is that the
detrimental changes in the AFCARS data collection have
been put on hold until March 2022, while the parties try
to reach settlement. Please watch for more news on the
AFCARS litigation as CTFC may be calling for letters of
support as the federal government considers next steps.
Watch a presentation by Democracy Forward attorneys
on the AFCARS and HHS Sunset lawsuits here.

2021 National Tribal TANF Institute
CTFC is proud to announce that CTFC staff Geneva Shaw,
Training and Curriculum Director, and Blair Kreuzer, Policy
Director, will be training at the 2021 National Tribal TANF
Institute on "The Intersection Between Tribal TANF and Indian
Child Welfare." Their workshop will provide an overview of
ICWA and its connection to Tribal TANF to understand how to
strengthen county, tribal, and inter-tribal collaborative
relationships. The workshop will explore the intersection
between tribal TANF programs and Indian Child Welfare; and
the common goals of promoting and protecting the health,
safety, and welfare of tribal children and families.
The National Tribal TANF Institute will run from July 19 - 22,
2021. More about the Institute can be found here.

